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Tug Towing
Tony rescuing tugs & tows tangled up in blanket weed

• 2021 Update
• Real world challenges

Chairman’s Corner by Tony Simons

• Yachting

At last, the summer is here and we have had several very
pleasant sunny days lakeside at Hi5. All the organised events
have taken place as per calendar with reasonable attendance
numbers. We are slowly attracting a small number of new
members so a warm welcome to any reading this

• Sailing in 2021

• Saga Sailing
• Some 2021 action

Because Hi5 have moved most of the activities that took place
last year at the hotel end of the lake to Beale Park it has allowed
the installation of permanent buoys on the basis they may have
to come out at short notice if they impact on Hi5 activities. This
will save time setting up courses

• Dates for your diary
• Sun 4th July
Round 3
Yachting
Fiesta/Victoria
10am > 1pm
Handicap(Any yacht)1pm>4pm

Weed & Rescue boa
A side effect of the sunny weather has been the weed growth
particularly blanket weed. This, on warm days, rises to just below
the surface and if your boat gets trapped it is almost certainly a
rowing boat rescue. I would suggest in addition to the two person
rule that if there are only two of you present one must be
comfortable using the rowing boat. NB The padlock formerly
used to chain the rescue boat has been rendered inoperable and
a replacement lock has been tted. The key is inside the storage
unit with the rest of the keys

• Sat 10th July
Round 3
Tugs & Scale
10am > 4pm
Free sailing & Competitio
• Sun 18th July
Yachting
DF95
IOM

Round 3
10am > 1pm
1pm > 4p

• Sat 24th July
Round 3
F/E
10am > 4pm
Club500, F600B, Wacky Races,
Mono 1 & Run What Ya Brun

Access to the wate
Trimming the over-hanging tree branches that partially block a
clear view of the water was ticked off the list before the June
Fast Electric racing took place. My thanks to Nathan for bringing
a very long branch lopper, followed by a balancing act in the front
of the rescue boat using the tool to great effect

• Sun 1st Aug
Round 4
Yachting
Fiesta/Victoria
10am > 1pm
Handicap(Any yacht)1pm>4p

The wooden jetty requires a health check and some repairs

.
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Richard Phillips and Colin Sayer have taken the lead of
improving access to the water where there is a gap in the fence.
This will offer a location closer to the water on rm ground
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complete with posts to lean on when getting upright again.
( proper old man’s design

• Sat 7th Aug
Round 4
Tugs & Scale
10am > 4pm
Free sailing & Competitio
• Sun 15th Aug
Chairman’s Day

Another work party will be required soon to assemble and oat
into position a “Jack up Platform” 13’ x 8’. I am building this
because understandably several members don’t like walking on
the pontoon. My main issue with the pontoon is the height to the
water requiring getting down on all fours with a painful recovery
to a standing position

10am > 4p

• Sun 22nd Aug
Yachting
DF95
IOM

Round 4
10am > 1pm
1pm > 4p

Lake water level

• Sat 28th Aug
Round 4
F/E
10am > 4pm
Club500, F600B, Wacky Races,
Mono 1 & Run What Ya Brun

2’ deep

4’ deep

• Sun 5th Sept
Round 5
Yachting
Fiesta/Victoria
10am > 1pm
Handicap(Any yacht) 1pm > 4p

Exis ng Wooden je y

• Sat 11th Sept
Round 5
Tugs & Scale
10am > 4pm
Free sailing & Competitio
• Sun 19th Sept
Yachting
DF95
IOM

The lake water level varies by 15”
to 18” over the year

Jack up Pla orm 13’ x 8’
Pontoon

Round 5
10am > 1pm
1pm > 4p

Exis ng
access ramp

• Sat 25th Sept
Round 5
F/E
10am > 4pm
Club500, F600B, Wacky Races,
Mono 1 & Run What Ya Brung

The platform will be placed where the pontoon currently resides
and the pontoon will be retained but moved along the bank. It
makes a very useful work platform as well as retaining access to
the water
As all who have been on site will be aware the area we use
needs tidying up and a work party day will be announced in the
near future. It mainly requires the bits of tree leaves and twigs to
be swept up placed into a trailer and disposed of on the nearby
compost heap.
If they haven’t arrived by the time you read this the tables we
used at Beale Park will be at Hi5 very soon. This year we don’t
seem to have access to trailers and means to tow them, if you
have either can you let myself or Dave Parker know
Scale
I haven’t organised any Scale events to date. No one has asked
particularly and those of us who take part in tugs would normally
do scale as well and the time has gone into tug events
However I am still looking for a volunteer to run Scale.
Tony’s Top Ti
Many boats suffer with moisture or water
getting to servo leads etc causing corrosion.
(especially if they have been submerged for a
while ;-) ed.)
This product will clean/dewater components.
Available at Amazon, Halfords etc
Let’s hope the weather continues to be kind, see you lake side
Ton
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Fast Electrics by Dave Parke

Trading Post

Racing in 2021 so far

Trading Post is an area of
Voice Pipe where members
can advertise their model
paraphernalia. So if you have
any you would like to sell,
swap, buy or just want
something send contact
details, brief description
and a picture if possible to:-

As Covid 19 restrictions have been slackened we have been
able to run all three scheduled F/E events in this quarter.
Although the ‘set up and test’ meeting at the end of March could
not be held it was moved to the following scheduled date and the
championships were reduced from 7 to 6 rounds
The racing Oval (clockwise)and ‘M’ (anticlockwise) courses have
been established and we have been able to run all four
championship classes including the new Mono 1s. If you haven’t
seen it yet there is a video of the inaugural Mono 1 event on the
F/E page of the Website
The issue with the overhanging willow trees obscuring the view
of some parts of the course has been resolved. Tony and Nathan
spent some time trimming them at the last meeting.

parker42@btinternet.com

Championship Standings after 2 Rounds
Club 500
Racer

F600B

No

Points

Position

Colin M

6

13

1

Tim K

8

12

Harry S

14

Joshua S

Racer

No

Points

Position

Tim K

8

18

1

2

Alan W

7

9

2

12

2

Colin M

6

8

3

3

7

4

Tony S

1

7

4

David W

1

3

5

David W

3

4

5

Wiki D

13

3

5

Colin S

2

3

6

Leo

10

1

7

Wiki D

9

1

7

Colin S

15

1

7

Wacky Races
Racer

Mono 1

No

Points

Position

Dave P

8

18

1

Tim K

3

12

Steven G

2

Tony S

Racer

No

Points

Position

Dave P

1

18

1

2

Tim K

3

9

2

7

3

Steven G

2

8

3

5

4

4

Nathan V

8

6

4

Colin S

6

4

4

Alan W

7

5

5

Nathan V

1

3

6

Jamie

12

1

7

Tuning Boats & Drivers
Is this for you?
This article is for surface drive race boats and their drivers. At
MTMBC that is Wacky Racers, Mono 1s and any bigger Mono
that might be raced. The article presumes a functioning race
boat and the desire to improve the performance of boat and
driver
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It’s a wide ranging subject which I have tried to keep short and
pertinent without overly detailed explanations. This is not an
exhaustive list but it includes those aspects I have some
experience of
Testing… Testing… Testing
There is no substitute for actual racing to evaluate changes
made to a boat or driving techniques but testing is the next best
option. If possible testing and simulated race runs should be on
calm water because it is more demanding of the batteries and
handling de ciencies are easier to spot. It will take an investment
of time and effort to improve a boat’s performance and the
driver’s skills
Tweaking the boa
It is worth making sure radio gear is calibrated correctly for the
Electronic Speed Controller and that, if adjustable, the ESC
timing is set to auto or correctly for the number of motor poles
according to the instructions
Run tim
To win it is necessary to complete as many laps as possible in
the speci ed race time so it is obvious that a faster boat should
be able to complete more laps. A boat needs to be fast but it
must also be able to complete the race. This is important
because a boat crossing the nish line is allocated an extra lap
free. If it can’t nish for any reason the extra lap is not added to
the score and that can be the difference between winning and
loosing (see ‘Last Gasp Finish’ later)
Getting the boat to run as quickly as possible for the
required race time is a good starting point to improve
performance
Use the maximum power allowed by the rules, make sure the
batteries are in good condition and delivering somewhere near
their speci ed capacity
Run the boat as fast as possible on calm water for the full race
time. The boat will ether run out of power or complete the race
time. In ether case stop and check the remaining battery
capacity. If there is more than 10% available there is potential to
make the boat faster by
running a larger diameter
propellor. If the batteries are
at a reduction in the
diameter of the propellor
should allow the boat to run
longer and hopefully last the
full race time. Try different
propellor sizes until the boat
can nish the race with 10%
A typical commercial battery
or less capacity left in the
capacity checker roughly £15
battery
Rocking & Rollin
With the introduction of brushless motors and Lithium Polymer
batteries, the subsequent increase in power to weight ratio and
hence boat speed has shifted the emphasis for improving
performance from out and out power to the stability and handling
of the hull. A lighter faster boat is more dif cult to keep stable
particularly in rough water. Keeping the boat stable and
maintaining high speed is the key to winning.
Mechanical adjustments to the boat and driving techniques can
help with this
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What prop? & Drive adjustment
Initially the propellor diameter is determined
by the run time tests. A pitch of 1.4 has
proved to be successful for surface drive
boats. What to buy is a dif cult question to
answer but my advice is to talk to other
racers and see what works well for them
For my part the Graupner Carbon Hydro “K
Series” have been a successful and
economical option especially for testing.
These props can shatter if contact is made
with objects in the water or at very high
revolutions due to internal stresses. They do
ex slightly under load which reduces the
effective pitch but this is not necessarily
detrimental. CNC machined Aluminium
props by ETTI are very good but expensive.
CNC machined Aluminium props by
Tenshock are a good, strong, and a more
economic option. These props do not ex
and will withstand contact with objects in the
water and would be my choice
If the propeller angle and height is adjustable, set the angle as
close as possible to right angles to the planing surfaces of the
hull. Lay a straight edge along the planing surfaces. From the
peak of the Vee on the step to the peak at the transom and set
the angle of the propeller boss parallel to this. The bottom of the
propeller boss should be level with the straight edge. This
ensures all the thrust from the prop is pushing the hull forwards
and not pushing up or down. Pushing down lifts the bow,
pushing up lowers the bow and either can cause problems with
stability
Rudders & Turn n
Along with their intended functions, rudders and turn ns can
create unwanted effects which are detrimental to the stability of
the boat. In general it is best for them to be as small as possible
whilst still performing their required function effectively. The
bigger they are the more drag they create and the more
susceptible they will be to creating unwanted effects especially
in rough water
The angle that the rudder blade is presented to the water can
have a profound effect on the stability and handling of the boat
Start by making sure the rudder blade is set at 90 degrees to the
planing surfaces. More than 90 degrees (too far back) can
cause unwanted lift and less than 90 (to far forward) can cause
unwanted down thrust

Club Contacts - Your
Committee

Chairman & Tug Leader
Tony Simons
Tel: 07747 642234
Email: tony406@btinternet.com

Club Secretary, Voice Pipe
Editor & Fast Electrics Leader
Dave Parker
Tel: 0118 9700162
Email: parker42@btinternet.com

Club Treasurer
Peter Butler

Email:
ox119py.mtmbc@gmail.com

Setting the rudder at 90 degrees to the planing surfaces
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The rudder blade should also be set vertical and this can be
achieved by looking directly at the transom from the stern and
making sure it is perpendicular by using a set square if
necessary
Once these adjustments have been made in a static environment
it is time to go testing in calm water again. Run the boat at high
speed in a straight line away from the bank. Look at the stern
and make a judgement on the
angle the rudder is entering
the water at which should be
vertical. Due to the battery
positioning (correctly placed
on the left to counteract
torque steer and make the
self righting work) the hull will
probably loll to the left so the
rudder is presented to the
water at a slight angle. This
This rudder was set vertical but
can cause unwanted lift at the
after testing it was adjusted
stern which can pitch the bow because the boat ran tilted to the
down and unsettle the boat.
left. When running the blade is now
Set the rudder so it enters the vertical in the water reducing the
water vertically
tendency to dive bow rst.
Turn n
Adjusting turn ns is a bit of a mystery to me. The perceived
wisdom is that it should not be in the water during straight
running and that it should be vertical in the water on turns.
Presumable so as not to impart any unwanted forces.
This did not work on my latest Mono 1 so I approached it a little
differently. First remove the n to see if it is actually needed. If it
is, replace the blade and go on to try different angles in relation
to the planing surfaces to nd what works best to get the boat
round the corners smoothly. I have found that 90 degrees to the
planing surfaces can result in a sharp fast turn which is dif cult to
control. Setting it back by 45 degrees helps to make the turns
smoother, calmer and more controllable
Each boat set up will require something different from the turn
n. Certainly it is worth starting with the perceived wisdom and if
that doesn’t work go on to test some different angles until one
that works best for that particular boat is found
Humps & Hollow
It is rare to nd a hull with perfectly at running surfaces. Dips
and high points can be detrimental to handling and stability. e.g.
High points on the hull can throw the boat about and make it
unstable. Hollows can make the boat hug the water creating
dif culty getting onto the plane. Neither is desirable. Check the
hull with a straight edge to identify dips and high points that can
subsequently be lled or sanded to make the running surfaces
at. Once any deep hollows are lled the running surfaces can
be sanded taking off the peaks and making them at. A good
way of achieving accuracy is the Gobstopper method. Once
reasonably at apply several coats of different coloured paint.
Then use wet & dry to take off the high points. The different
paints will clearly identify the high and low points. Use high
visibility colours so the boat can be seen easily if it is capsized
Rough or Polished Botto
There are mixed opinions on roughing up the bottom of the hull
but I think it can work if your boat is fast, unstable, and you have

Club Contacts - Your
Committee

Yachting Leader
John Price
Tel: 0118 941 4766
Email: jetpipe@talktalk.net

Ladies & Associates Rep.
Janet Burch
Tel: 01635 34403
Email: janetburch5@gmail.com

Saga Sailing Co-ordinator
Alan Whitbread
Tel:07765 263718
Email:orsonkarte@btinternet.com
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power to spare. A rough
nish may help to settle the
boat in the water and calm
any instability. The increased
drag will require more power
to overcome it but may allow
an increase in top speed
with better stability. Try using
600 grade wet & dry on a at
piece of wood. Work in line
This boat was unstable at full
with the water ow
throttle but had power to spare. The
If the boat is already fast
gobstopper method was used to
and stable then stick with
eliminate the high spots & a matt
the traditional smooth
nish completed the job. With
polished nish to reduce
rudder adjustments as above it is
friction
now stable when at out.
Tweaking the Drive
As you might imagine driving
is a very personal thing and each pilot will develop their own
style and techniques. However it is one of the areas that can
offer the biggest improvements in performance. I suggest some
solutions to common mistakes and techniques to try and avoid
them.
Good driving can give you the chance to win even if your boat is
not the fastest. Poor driving can cost you the race no matter how
fast your boat is
90o is Enoug
Other than the top right buoy, at the start, all turns are to the right
and 90 degrees. It is a common failing to turn more than the 90
degrees requiring a correction to the racing line for the next buoy
requiring a tentative left turn. This looses speed, unsettles the
boat and provides a competitor with an overtaking opportunity.
To help overcome this reduce the rudder throw so full right
rudder gives a wide sweeping turn round the buoys. Be ready to
return the stick as soon as the turn brings you onto the racing
line for the next buoy. It is very easy to allow the boat to turn too
far so I have my boats set up to run very slightly left instead of
straight. The boat will tend to move left off the racing line but this
can easily be corrected, without unsettling the boat, by a gentle
application of right rudder. It avoids any last minute corrective left
turn as the boat gets close to the next buoy and helps prevent
me missing so many buoys
No Left Tur
These boats are not designed to turn left. A left turn at racing
speed will likely ip the boat so any application of left rudder
should be small and gently applied
Pedal off the Meta
Water conditions often limit the top speed of the boat. Rough
water generally means a slower top speed in order to keep the
boat stable and on course. Be prepared to reduce the throttle but
note the legs of the course that offer calmer water where the
boat is not so unsettled and increase speed along these legs
Even on at water with a lively/unstable boat at high speed this
approach can be employed. As the boat becomes unstable back
off the throttle slightly until it settles and then slowly advance the
throttle again. In this way you may nd parts of the course where
the boat is happy to run nearly at out while remaining stable
and you can use this to achieve a higher speed overall

Club Contacts - Your
Committee

Membership Secretary
Jeanette Hughes
membership.MTMBC@gmail.com

Club Contacts Volunteers

Webmaster
Chris Withey
Tel: 01264 362652
Email: chriswithey@sky.com
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Patienc
When following another boat be prepared to wait for an
overtaking opportunity. Unless your opponent is a very good
driver it won’t be long before an opportunity to pounce presents
itself
Too Close to The Rooste
On the same racing line and too close following another boat
risks your boat being ipped by the rooster tail of the boat in
front. If you are close keep wide enough to avoid the rooster
Tactic
Go on the B of bang or the G of go in our case. Don’t hang about
at the start. Leading the eld round the rst buoy lets you choose
the best line and keeps you in the lead clear of other boats. Not
too fast in Mono 1 though. Remember the Mill Time
Overtake slower boats on the outside along the straight if
possible. When executing this overtake round a buoy be
prepared to steer wide as your opponent may attempt to force
you wide by turning late
When following a slower boat if it steers wide along a leg of the
course execute a tight turn and head for the next buoy in a
straight line. You should get there slightly before them and
keeping tight to the buoy you can slip past. Be prepared for their
attempt to cut across in front of you as you approach the buoy
It is dif cult to drive a consistently tight line round the course and
not make mistakes, so to apply pressure to a boat in front simply
follow closely and wait for the error. No harm in telling the driver
in front they are slowing you down
Conversely resisting pressure is all about driving a tight and
consistent racing line. Only listen out for communications from
Race Control and ignore other voices. Do not weave in front of
an opponent or you are likely to get a warning and possibly a
penalty from the Race Controller
Last Gasp Finis
Should batteries expire before the end of the race don’t quit and
return to the dock. With what power is left nd a place to wait
near the nish but well away from the racing line. Wait for the
race time to expire and the call of ‘ nish the lap you're on’ and
then with batteries slightly recovered cross the nish line thus
being allocated the free extra lap
Practice
The more you practice the better you get
See you lakeside soo
Dave
Tug Towing by Tony Simon

LEXOPHILIA - who on earth
dreams these up?
A Lexophile of course!
Venison for dinner again? Oh deer!
How does Moses make tea?
Hebrews it.
England has no kidney bank, but it
does have a Liverpool.
I tried to catch some fog, but I mist.
They told me I had type-A blood,
but it was a Typo.
I changed my iPod's name to
Titanic. It's syncing now.
Jokes about German sausage are
the wurst.
I know a guy who's addicted to
brake fluid, but he says he can stop
any time.
I stayed up all night to see where
the sun went, and then it dawned
on me.
This girl said she recognized me
from the vegetarian club, but I'd
never met herbivore.
When chemists die, they barium.
I'm reading a book about antigravity. I just can't put it down.
I did a theatrical performance about
puns. It was a play on words.

.
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The tug sessions have been attended by the regulars with a
glimmer of new members about to join us
Real world challenge
As we haven’t had a permanent “Tug towing” course set up for
the last two months I set the challenge of “real world” port
approaches. The entry into Southampton water from the Solent
requires a dog leg turn. Recently I observed a large tanker being
assisted through the approaches by a tug on the stern using
“Indirect Towing” to steer the ship and this became the May 2021
course.
As it was well received and not wishing to let the seasoned tug
skippers get complacent I looked for another challenge

Southampton Water

Why were the Indians here first?
They had reservations.

Felixstowe

Sand/gravel

I didn't like my beard at first. Then it
grew on me.
Did you hear about the cross-eyed
teacher who lost her job because
she couldn't control her pupils?

Sand/gravel
When you get a bladder infection,
urine trouble.

North sea

Broken pencils are pointless.
What do you call a dinosaur with an
extensive vocabulary? A thesaurus.

The entrance to Felixstowe from the North sea involves a
narrowing channel with a very sharp turn into Felixstowe harbour
often needing two tugs to assist the larger container ships
around this turn

I dropped out of communism class
because of lousy Marx.
I got a job at a bakery because I
kneaded dough.
Velcro - what a rip off!
Don't worry about old age; it
doesn't last.

An approach to Southampton water in a busy shipping lane
This was the course set used in June but as time was short I
propose using it again in July
https://youtu.be/NBT-uppHj9I This link shows a large container
ship just before the turn into Felixstowe. There is a tug on the

.
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stern just visible using “Indirect towing” to pull the stern of the
ship around, in the fore front another tug is powering into the
stern quarter to assist in pushing the stern round. Note how
close this tug gets to the channel marker, it is threading through
the eye of a needle for ships this size
A bow tug connects just after the sharp turn and four tugs are
employed because of the high wind, on quiet days normally two.
The ship is turned around in front of its berth, two tugs change
side to be in position to stop the ship as it is blown onto the
berth. The pilot can be heard issuing % power instructions to
individual tugs to check/slow the progress towards the berth.
Finally the two inner tugs move forward to pin the ship onto the
berth while ropes are sent ashore. All this makes our efforts to
copy look quite tame.
Ton
Yachtsmen’s Yarns 2021 by John Price.
First of all, I know that “yachtsmen” is not politically correct but
“yachtspeople” does not sit easily with my delicate sensitivities
In June we had a regatta that nicely illustrates the importance of
not taking too much notice of the weather forecast
A day or two before the event the forecast was for a very light
southerly wind (which is not a good direction for yachts) and
rain. On the morning of the regatta, at home, there was not a
breath of wind
When racing started at Hi5, the pace was leisurely but there was
enough wind and it was from the east or northeast. It was very
consistent and gave us some excellent racing. The only rain was
very light and lasted about 20 minutes. Each race lasted about
15 minutes
The DF95s performed well in the light airs, as did the One
Metres in the afternoon.
We set a triangular course. With the steady wind we could
expect a couple of tacks up to the rst buoy, then two or three to
the second buoy followed by a run downwind to the nish line.
As usual each race consisted of two laps of the course
This all resulted in a very enjoyable day’s sailing, so the
message is clear.....Ignore the weather forecast and get
lakeside. Nine times out of ten it will pay off and we will get a
good day’s sailing
John Pric
Saga Sailin
Some action from a recent meeting

.
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